
Compass Learning is a leading provider of K–12 
personalized learning solutions that empower 
teachers to unlock every student’s potential for 
academic achievement and  personal growth.

Our software solutions, which are based on  current 
and confirmed research, provide  intervention, 
 exploration, and  stimulation.  Using assessment 
data, CompassLearning Odyssey® automatically 
 delivers  competency-based,  personalized instruc-
tional paths. Renzulli® Learning determines each  
student’s interests, learning styles, and  expression 
styles, and then provides online  enrichment   
activities based on that information. With 
 professional  development offered through our 
Impact Teacher Academy®,  educators learn how  
to make data-driven decisions, as well as refine 
and modify CompassLearning Odyssey  learning 
paths and Renzulli Learning  activities as they 
deem  appropriate for each  student’s unique  
needs. Through award-winning curriculum and 
assess ment, exemplary professional   development, 
and world-class support, we help  educators   
provide  students with greater  opportunities, inspire 
a life-long love of  learning, and help each and every 
student achieve academic success.

866-586-7387

www.compasslearning.com
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Empower Teachers
Ensuring learning is relevant to each and every student is  
no  longer a nicety in the classroom. It’s a necessity. 

However, creating an environment in which the needs 
of each  individual student are met can be a daunting 
 proposition,  particularly when teachers are under intense 
and ever-growing pressure to do more with less.

Engage Students
The Compass Learning suite of products helps teachers 
be more efficient and effective in making a difference for 
each and every student. Our engaging online solutions 
help  teachers understand students’ abilities, motivations, 
interests, strengths, and learning styles, enabling them to 
effectively differentiate, personalize, and accelerate learning. 

Compass Learning’s award-winning product suite includes 
 comprehensive K–12 curriculum and is: 

} Built on more than 40 years of research on how 
young people learn, think, and achieve

} Aligned with Common Core and State Standards

} Designed specifically to aid in the development of  
21st century skills and college and career readiness

} Complete with tools to report, track, and  measure 
 individual, classroom, school, and district  performance 

Ensure Success
To ensure our partnerships with educators breed success, 
 Compass Learning also offers industry-leading professional 
 development through Impact Teacher Academy. Our   
professional development provides ongoing education, 
best- practice  implementation, and training for teachers and 
 administrators on Compass  Learning’s resources and tools 
to improve teacher effectiveness and  student achievement, 
and deliver measureable results.

At the end of the day, when the final school bell rings, we 
at  Compass Learning truly believe empowered teachers 
and  engaged learners are a formidable force; one that can 
ensure  incomparable successes for students, schools, and 
districts alike. 

If you’re looking for a proven partner to help empower 
 teachers, engage students, personalize learning, improve  
test scores, and increase graduation rates, contact  
Compass Learning at  1-866-586-7387. Learn more about  
our company and our experts, view product demos, and  
read what customers are saying about our suite of products 
on our website at www.compasslearning.com. 

“It was like having  
another teacher in  
the classroom.”

 Dr. Justin Cunningham 
Superintendent 
Bonsall Union School District

“We were able to meet the  
needs of our struggling  
students, as well as 
 accelerate the rate  
of learning for our  
advanced students.”

 Kari Whalen 
Elementary Director 
Milwaukee College Preparatory School

Administrators,

Teachers,

“Overall, Compass Learning 
has been a great  
experience, and I look  
forward to continuing  
with the program.”

 Chadd 
Student 
New York Public Schools

Students,

all agree  
Compass Learning 
delivers results.

Compass Learning is a leading provider of K–12 
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CORPORATE OVERVIEW

What We Do:
CompassLearning®  empowers   teachers to unlock every  student’s potential for  
academic achieve ment and  personal growth.

How We Empower Teachers:
We start with students, just like teachers do. We help teachers better understand the needs,  motivations, and strengths 
of every child, so they can personalize instruction and accelerate learning. Our  innovative solutions are built on 
decades of confirmed research about the ways students think and learn; we also take into account their abilities, 
 interests, and expression styles, so teachers can customize and  differentiate learning for every student. We  leverage 
our  expertise in  technology, curriculum, and digital content to deliver solutions that engage all students, anytime, 
 anywhere. At Compass Learning, we not only inspire children to learn, we ensure our offerings align with State and 
Common Core Standards, so you achieve the accountability needed in this day and age.

“Empower Teachers, Engage Students, Ensure Success.”

by 

CompassLearning Odyssey® assesses a student’s 
strengths and needs, and prescribes a personalized 
learning path complete with rigorous and engaging 
 curriculum. Odyssey also  offers educators  customized 
reports to track and measure student, school, and   
district progress, as well as inform instructional 
 decisions.  Odyssey offers educators a compelling 
 solution to ensure students are  proficient or advanced, 
that they meet State and Common Core  Standards,  
and that they are college and  career ready.

by 

Renzulli® Learning prepares students for 21st  century 
success by asking them to apply, deepen, and  extend 
their learning through differentiated  assignments that 
 enhance critical-thinking and problem-solving skills. 
 Renzulli Learning assignments encourage students to 
think outside the box and apply what they have learned in  
engaging activities. Renzulli  Learning helps teachers more 
efficiently and effectively  differentiate classroom  instruction 
by aligning resources and activities to the student’s 
 individual learning style, expression style, and interests.

by 

Impact Teacher Academy® provides professional development and training for teachers and  administrators 
to effectively use  Compass Learning resources and tools to improve student achievement and deliver 

 measureable results. Seasoned educators with extensive classroom experience and a strong understanding  
of instructional best practices, train, develop, and coach teachers and administrators to  

ensure that they get the most out of their Compass Learning partnership.

CompassLearning offers two online K–12 learning solutions,  supported by industry-leading professional development:

Empower Teachers
Engage Students
Ensure Success 



How Educators Use  
Compass Learning Solutions:
More than 7,500 schools  
across the United States  
use CompassLearning   
Odyssey and/or Renzulli  
Learning to personalize and  
differentiate instruction for  
students of all ages, abilities, 
and interests. Tens of thousands  
of teachers have used  
Compass Learning solutions  
to solve challenges related to:

*  Based on data from CompassLearning’s cloud-based systems and estimates of the number of students using on-premise, perpetual licenses. 

What We’re Known For:
} Personalization

}  Highly engaging, rigorous curriculum  
and content

} Development of 21st century skills

} Research-based product development

} Passionate, experienced, caring team

}  Proven academic results In the 2011 academic year, nearly 250,000* unique  
students logged into  Compass Learning  solutions  
to  advance their learning and  personal growth  
each day. One of the best ways to understand what 
 Compass Learning does is through the results of teachers 
and students that engage in our  solutions. You can find a 
few of the thousands of success  stories in our resource 
library at: http://www.compasslearning.com/results/

866-586-7387
www.compasslearning.com
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We’re Also Known as a Great Place to Work: 
In 2011, the Austin American-Statesman named  Compass  Learning one of the “Best Places to 
Work” in Austin. Our people, with their  passion and commitment to  education, drive a culture 
that  supports  work-life balance, engagement in the community, lasting  careers, and the most 
 rigorous and  engaging educational software on the market.  
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One of the many challenges today’s teachers face is  creating  
 differentiated learning opportunities for the 20–30+ unique  students in 
their classrooms, each with varying degrees of  abilities and interests. 

CompassLearning Odyssey enables teachers to easily and efficiently assess, prescribe, instruct, and 
report on progress at the individual  student level. Odyssey’s  compelling  content gets students excited 
to learn and engaged in the process. It also helps  teachers  understand if students are proficient or 
advanced and whether they’re making progress toward State and Common Core Standards. And 
because Odyssey automates many of the administrative tasks with which  educators are burdened, it 
frees  teachers to do what they do best: teach. 

Empowering  
Teachers to Help  

Students Build the  
Foundational Knowledge  
and Skills Necessary for  
Academic Success and  

Personal Growth

Assess
To get started using CompassLearning Odyssey,  students 
take an assessment from which teachers are able to 
 identify students’ strengths and needs;  determine  ability 
levels; pinpoint foundational skill gaps; and even  challenge 
more advanced learners. Teachers also have the option of 
integrating assessment data from  external assessments, 
such as the Northwest Evaluation Association (NWEA) 
Measures of Academic Progress (MAP). 

Prescribe
Once assessments are complete, the system 
 automatically creates an individualized  learning path with 
explicit  instructions and learning activities for each  
student, based on his or her specific needs and abilities. 

Instruct
Direct instruction is delivered through reading passages, manipulatives, videos, and animations. The 
curriculum — which is available for every grade, across every subject — is rigorous, and the activities are 
interactive and engaging. Plus, it’s all based on current and confirmed research around how young minds 
think and learn, and is directly aligned to State and Common Core Standards. 

SOLUTION OVERVIEW
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Avg. Score for All Activities Assigned by Me completed year to date
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52% Benjamin Fogelson

58% Brandon Alger

59% Stephanie Simms

59% Laura Chase

 Brandon Crain

 Barnett, Jason

 Eric Brattain-Morrin

 Adam Dobrin

 Cheryl Erickson

63% Luke Grecki

63% Hashid Halabi

64% Mi Jiang

65% Fred Ogilvy

65% Jim Rogers

70% Tammy Smith

71% Roberto Nunez

Benjamin Fogelson

  3 Most Recent Assignments Assigned by Me

52% Avg                                     Total

Objective MA.7.A.3.3 Use different 3/3
strategies to solve linear equations

52% Quadratic
 Equations/Functions

55% Quiz: Multiplying and
 Dividing Rational Expfressions

65% Chapter Test: Rational
 Expressions/Equations

Algebra I Expressions 103/168

64% Algebra I Expressions &
 Polynominals

55% Quiz: Algebraic Expressions

X

�

�

01:26

00:12

00:34

00:43

00:18

00:09



Track and Measure
As students complete the online, interactive activities,  
Odyssey provides ongoing assessment to help teachers  
track  progress toward academic goals in real time.

Odyssey is used for direct  instruction or in any  
number of other  implementations based on  
the classroom, teacher, and students’ needs. 
Core  implementations include original credit, 
Response to Intervention, credit recovery, 
virtual learning,  homebound  programs, online 
schools, blended  learning  environments, 
flipped  classrooms,  special education, and 
 independent study, to name a few.

Customer Reports
Keeping apprised of how students are  progressing has 
never been easier. Using the CompassLearning Odyssey 
Manager, teachers can generate summaries by objectives, 
 learning path status, and student progress reports. They can  
even proactively schedule delivery of these reports, helping them  
effectively and efficiently track and measure student, school, and  
district progress, as well as mastery of State and Common Core Standards.

If you are looking for a proven partner to help empower teachers,  
engage students, personalize learning, improve test scores, and  

increase graduation rates, contact Compass Learning at 1-866-586-7387. 

Learn more about our company and our experts, view product demos, and  
read what customers are saying about our suite of products on our website at  

www.compasslearning.com. 
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Parent Involvement 
Not only does CompassLearning Odyssey help 
empower teachers and engage students, it also 
helps facilitate parent involvement. Through the 
CompassLearning Odyssey login, parents can easily 
monitor their child’s progress and  achievement on 
assigned activities.

The Odyssey Community
Odyssey also gives teachers a new way to 
 communicate with students in the place where they  
live most: online. Students and teachers have 
access to an Odyssey-based community — one 
that  integrates 21st century learning skills with social 
media  capabilities. This easy-to-use tool helps build 
online conversations and improve student-to-teacher 
 interactions all within a safe, protected environment; 
thus, eliminating the security issues of open forums 
such as Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube.

CompassLearning, Inc. • 203 Colorado Street • Austin, TX 78701
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Today’s educators are all too aware that students need more than just  foundational  
knowledge and skills to truly be successful in college and 21st century careers. In a globally  
competitive world, students’ ability to think  critically, collaborate with peers, defend a point of view, be creative 
and communicative, and model and manage complex real-world problems will be critical to their success.

CompassLearning’s Renzulli Learning empowers teachers to better  understand a student’s interests, as well 
as learning and expression styles, and more efficiently and effectively differentiate instruction by aligning 
resources to the individual student. Renzulli Learning has been designed to meet these next-generation  
learning challenges by creating opportunities for students to apply, deepen, and extend their learning.

Apply
To get started using Renzulli Learning, students take an online 
assessment, called the Renzulli Profiler™, that identifies their 
top three interests, as well as learning and expression styles. 

Based on each student’s profile, 
Renzulli Learning then recommends 
personalized learning activities from  
a curated database of more than 
40,000 resources and  activities. 
Teachers quickly and easily 
 incorporate these resources into 
standards-based lessons that are 
 differentiated to the individual  learning 
needs of each  student in their class. 
Students apply their abilities and  
interests to the tailored instruction.

Renzulli Learning  
Enables Students  
to Apply, Deepen,  

and Extend Learning  
for Common Core  

and Beyond

SOLUTION OVERVIEW



Deepen 
In addition to the instruction, Renzulli Learning also offers a wide 
range of activities that help students complete projects and gain 
confidence in doing other self-directed work. These independent 
study and enrichment activities develop students’ deep  conceptual 
understanding and critical thinking and reasoning skills; thus, 
 preparing them for college and 21st century careers. 

Extend 

Students can also extend their learning with  
additional  self-paced projects. They can  
choose from engaging virtual field  
trips to  exciting contests and   
competitions that provide them  
with unique opportunities to  
extend what they’re learning  
in the classroom. 

If you are looking for a proven partner to help empower teachers, engage students, 
personalize learning, improve test scores, and increase graduation rates, contact 

Compass Learning at 1-866-586-7387. 

Learn more about our company and our experts, view product demos, and read what 
customers are saying about our suite of products on our website at 

www.compasslearning.com. 
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Impact Teacher Academy  
Online provides your teachers  
and district year-around, economical  
solution for your professional development and training 
needs. With more than 250 professional development 
opportunities each month — offered in 20- and 45-minute 
increments — even the busiest teachers and budget-
strapped districts will benefit from this dynamic program.
l Specifically designed to meet the needs of teachers 

and administrators who want to get the most out of their 
Compass Learning investment

l On-demand and live professional development 
opportunities taught by professional instructors via  
the internet

l Getting started programs take 45 minutes, while general 
topics are designed to be completed in approximately  
20 minutes

l Fast-paced and focused so educators can complete them 
during planning time or when it is most convenient for them

l Includes integration strategies and best practices
l Opportunities to ask questions and engage with  

Impact Teacher Academy professional educators
l Free and powerful enhancements for districts that 

purchase on-site, virtual, and blended Impact Teacher 
Academy implementations

The Impact Teacher Academy Online supports both 
CompassLearning Odyssey and Renzulli Learning 
implementations with sessions that support successful 
integration strategies and best practices. Sessions include 
regularly scheduled, live, interactive, streaming web 
presentations, as well as on-demand video and webinar play 
back. With the Impact Teacher Academy Online, cost and 
time are no longer issues.

Impact Teacher Academy Online is accessible wherever 
there is internet access.‡ 
It is perfect for:
l Getting started with  

CompassLearning Odyssey  
and/or Renzulli Learning  
right away

l Deepening your  
understanding of Odyssey  
and Renzulli Learning

l Mastering the basics  
quickly, so time with your  
assigned Implementation  
Manager is more focused on specific integration strategies

l Providing more learning opportunities between  
core sessions

l Introducing new and long-term substitute teachers  
to CompassLearning Odyssey

l Increasing the frequency of personal support
l Repeating and reinforcing exposure to instructional material
l Helping new teachers engage more quickly

 *  While Impact Teacher Academy Online allows for live interaction with our 
professional instructor, content is not specific to the individual districts or schools. 
Our virtual, on-site, and blended offerings support in-depth discussion, planning, 
and reporting with individual districts related to implementation, measurement, 
reporting, and customization.

 † Courses are subject to change.

 ‡  Impact Teacher Academy Online requires access to the video center, registration, 
a computer with speakers, and access to CompassLearning Odyssey. User 
system must meet the minimum use requirements for optimal viewing.

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

CompassLearning, Inc. • 203 Colorado Street • Austin, TX 78701
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Enhance the expertise of your faculty and staff 
anytime, anywhere, with Impact Teacher Academy Online*.

For more information please contact 866-586-7387.

“Compass Learning  
has a specific,  

well-designed professional 
development offering.”

Rob Stratton,  
Technology Specialist, 
Gulf Elementary School

Online 
Professional 
Development
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Elementary Courses

COURSE GRADE

Language Arts† K–5

Odyssey for English Language  
Learners — Elementary

K–5

Mathematics† K–5

Science (Supplemental)† 1–5

Social Studies (Supplemental)† 2–5

Matématicas (Spanish) K–5

MiddleburyTM Powerspeak12 World 
 Languages

Spanish 1 and 2, German 1 and 2, 
French 1 and 2, Latin 1

3–5

CompassLearning Odyssey Cross-curricular

COURSE GRADE

Brain Buzzers — Art, music, health† 4–7

Thematic Research Projects — Science 
and social studies†

4–8

Middle School Courses

COURSE GRADE

Language Arts† 6–8

Odyssey for English Language  
Learners — Secondary

6–8

Mathematics† 6–8

Honors Algebra† 7–8

Middle School Science
Earth and Space Science, Life  Science, 
Physical  Science, The Nature of 
 Science

6–8

Social Studies (Supplemental)† 6–8

Matématicas  (Spanish) 6

Middlebury Powerspeak12 World 
 Languages

Spanish 1 and 2, German 1 and 2, 
French 1 and 2, Latin 1 and 2,  
Chinese 1 and 2

6–8

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Odyssey High School

COURSE GRADE

English I† 9

English II† 10

English III† 11

English IV† 12

Algebra I (Includes Honors Algebra)† 9–12

Geometry† 9–12

Algebra II (Includes Trigonometry)† 9–12

Pre-Calculus (Includes Trigonometry)† 9–12

AP* Calculus 9–12

Physical Science/Integrated Physics  
and Chemistry†

9–12

Earth/Space Science† 9–12

Biology† 9–12

Chemistry† 9–12

Physics† 9–12

AP* Biology 9–12

U.S. History I (to 1850)† 9–12

U.S. History II (1850–Present)† 9–12

World History† 9–12

U.S. Government/Civics† 9–12

AP* U.S. Government 9–12

AP* Microeconomics 9–12

AP* Macroeconomics 9–12

Economics with Personal Finance†** 9–12

Health†** 9–12

Public Speaking 9–12

World Geography† 9–12

Art History Elective** 9–12

Health and Medicine Elective** 9–12

Media Studies Elective** 9–12

Personal Fitness Elective** 9–12

Sociology Elective** 9–12

Middlebury Powerspeak12 World 
 Languages

Spanish 1 and 2, German 1 and 2, 
French 1 and 2, Latin 1 and 2,  
Chinese 1 and 2

9–12

† Included in CompassLearning Odyssey subscription
*AP is a registered trademark of the College Board
**One-semester course

CompassLearning Odyssey® Course Listing

by 

www.compasslearning.com

CompassLearning, Inc. • 203 Colorado Street • Austin, TX 78701 • 800-232-9556
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Empower Teachers
Ensuring learning is relevant to each and every student is  
no  longer a nicety in the classroom. It’s a necessity. 

However, creating an environment in which the needs 
of each  individual student are met can be a daunting 
 proposition,  particularly when teachers are under intense 
and ever-growing pressure to do more with less.

Engage Students
The Compass Learning suite of products helps teachers 
be more efficient and effective in making a difference for 
each and every student. Our engaging online solutions 
help  teachers understand students’ abilities, motivations, 
interests, strengths, and learning styles, enabling them to 
effectively differentiate, personalize, and accelerate learning. 

Compass Learning’s award-winning product suite includes 
 comprehensive K–12 curriculum and is: 

} Built on more than 40 years of research on how 
young people learn, think, and achieve

} Aligned with Common Core and State Standards

} Designed specifically to aid in the development of  
21st century skills and college and career readiness

} Complete with tools to report, track, and  measure 
 individual, classroom, school, and district  performance 

Ensure Success
To ensure our partnerships with educators breed success, 
 Compass Learning also offers industry-leading professional 
 development through Impact Teacher Academy. Our   
professional development provides ongoing education, 
best- practice  implementation, and training for teachers and 
 administrators on Compass  Learning’s resources and tools 
to improve teacher effectiveness and  student achievement, 
and deliver measureable results.

At the end of the day, when the final school bell rings, we 
at  Compass Learning truly believe empowered teachers 
and  engaged learners are a formidable force; one that can 
ensure  incomparable successes for students, schools, and 
districts alike. 

If you’re looking for a proven partner to help empower 
 teachers, engage students, personalize learning, improve  
test scores, and increase graduation rates, contact  
Compass Learning at  1-866-586-7387. Learn more about  
our company and our experts, view product demos, and  
read what customers are saying about our suite of products 
on our website at www.compasslearning.com. 

“It was like having  
another teacher in  
the classroom.”

 Dr. Justin Cunningham 
Superintendent 
Bonsall Union School District

“We were able to meet the  
needs of our struggling  
students, as well as 
 accelerate the rate  
of learning for our  
advanced students.”

 Kari Whalen 
Elementary Director 
Milwaukee College Preparatory School

Administrators,

Teachers,

“Overall, Compass Learning 
has been a great  
experience, and I look  
forward to continuing  
with the program.”

 Chadd 
Student 
New York Public Schools

Students,

all agree  
Compass Learning 
delivers results.

Compass Learning is a leading provider of K–12 
personalized learning solutions that empower 
teachers to unlock every student’s potential for 
academic achievement and  personal growth.

Our software solutions, which are based on  current 
and confirmed research, provide  intervention, 
 exploration, and  stimulation.  Using assessment 
data, CompassLearning Odyssey® automatically 
 delivers  competency-based,  personalized instruc-
tional paths. Renzulli® Learning determines each  
student’s interests, learning styles, and  expression 
styles, and then provides online  enrichment   
activities based on that information. With 
 professional  development offered through our 
Impact Teacher Academy®,  educators learn how  
to make data-driven decisions, as well as refine 
and modify CompassLearning Odyssey  learning 
paths and Renzulli Learning  activities as they 
deem  appropriate for each  student’s unique  
needs. Through award-winning curriculum and 
assess ment, exemplary professional   development, 
and world-class support, we help  educators   
provide  students with greater  opportunities, inspire 
a life-long love of  learning, and help each and every 
student achieve academic success.

866-586-7387

www.compasslearning.com
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